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PART II: ASSET AND LIABILITY
MANAGEMENT USING LSMC -
ACCURACY AND PERFORMANCE
In the previous article, ”Part I: Asset and Liability Management using LSMC
- Introduction to the Framework” (Kidbrooke Advisory, 2018a), we pre-
sented the asset and liability management (ALM) framework based on the
replicating portfolio approach. Additionally, that article briefly introduced
the least-squares Monte Carlo (LSMC) method as a time efficient alterna-
tive to the full nested Monte Carlo (MC) simulation.

In the subsequent part, we conduct a comparative study between the LSMC
and the full nested MCmethod in the context of calculating the distribution
of the expected net asset value (NAV). The full nested distribution is set to
represent the actual NAV’s, providing a benchmark for the evaluation of
accuracy and performance of the LSMC method.

UNDERLYING SIMULATION MODELS

Before displaying the performance results, we briefly present the simula-
tion models with underlying LSMC method. As mentioned in the previous
article, the risk factors of the considered ALM framework are based on
three different asset classes; risk-free government bonds, corporate bonds
with credit risk and equity. Each asset class is generated by a simulation
model selected to capture its real returns’ dynamics. Below we outline a
concise motivation for each of the selected models.

GOVERNMENT BONDS

The short term risk free rate used to price the government bonds is gener-
ated using a Hull & White (1993) model. In addition to its mean-reversion
property, the Hull-White model can be calibrated to fit the initial struc-
ture of the forward rate, meaning that current market conditions can be
incorporated into the model. In this application, the risk free rate was cal-
ibrated to fit a forward yield curve composed of Swedish annual forward
rates, provided by EIOPA.

CORPORATE BONDS

The default intensity process, serving to price corporate bonds with credit
risk, is simulated using a CIR++ model (Cox et al. , 1985). Similarly to
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the Hull-White model, the CIR++ model can be calibrated to fit the initial
term structure. In this study, the default intensity process was calibrated
to a global corporate average cumulative default rate for an A-rated issuer.
Additionally, assuming certain conditions are met, the CIR++ model only
generates positive values, making it suitable for modelling default intensi-
ties.

EQUITY

The stock process is generated using Bates (1996) model, which introduces
both stochastic volatility and a compounded jump process into the estima-
tions of the returns’ dynamics. Several empirical results (e.g. Benzoni
et al. (2002)) indicate that both of these components are critical to ob-
tain a realistic prediction of returns. For a brief introduction to the model
dynamics, see, for instance, Kidbrooke Advisory (2016).

The parameters of the above models are set to generate processes of a re-
alistic magnitude. The dependence structure between the various asset
classes is captured by introducing a correlation in the driving Brownian
motions of the respective models. The dependencies are estimated using
historical data: the stock process is represented by the OMXS30 index, and
the risk free rate by the three month STIBOR rate.

The nested simulation in this study is generated at a monthly frequency.
The time horizon is set to one year for the outer and three years for the
inner scenarios, which sums up to the total period of four years. The full
nested MC simulation consists of 10 000 outer and 10 000 inner per outer
scenarios, while the LSMC simulation consists of 50 000 outer and 16 inner
per outer scenarios. The LSMC proxy function is regressed over an inde-
pendent set of simulations using a LARS/lasso algorithm (see e.g. Efron
et al. (2003)), thus reducing the risk of over-fitting in comparison to ordi-
nary least-squares method.

GOODNESS OF FIT

The goodness of fit of the LSMCmethod is examined through cross-validation
against the full nested benchmarks - by running the outer full nested sce-
narios through the LSMC regressed proxy function, the resulting estima-
tion of the expected NAV can be compared to the true benchmark values.

Since the distributional properties of the asset classes vary greatly, one
can expect the performance of the LSMC proxy function to be affected by
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changing the asset allocation. The goodness of fit is therefore examined
for three different asset class allocations; an equal weight allocation, an
allocation consisting mainly of equity, and the optimal RANAV allocation.
The latter will be obtained using the Nelder-Mead method to maximize the
risk-adjusted net asset value (RANAV), which will be further discussed in
Kidbrooke Advisory (2018b).

Define the vector of asset class weights asw = [wS , wRF , wCR], where S,RF
and CR denotes equity, risk free government bonds and corporate bonds
with credit risk, respectively. For simplicity of notation, we refer to the
examined allocations as the following throughout the article:

wequal = [1/3, 1/3, 1/3]

wS = [0.9, 0.5, 0.5]

wRANAV = [0.1, 0.496, 0.404]

(1)

Allocation R2

wequal 0.936273
wS 0.957344

wRANAV 0.995753

Table 1: Out of sample R-square of LSMC proxy function for allocations wequal, wS and
wRANAV .

As anticipated, Table 1 reveals that the goodness of fit varies with the asset
class allocation, with the optimal RANAV allocation providing the high-
est R-square by far. This is not surprising, as the larger share of risk-free
investments in wRANAV decreases the overall dispersion in the expected
NAV. For a visual representation, Figure 1 displays a goodness of fit plot of
the optimal RANAV allocation.
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Figure 1: Goodness of fit plot of full nested MC and LSMC regressed NAV for allocation
wRANAV .

In order to determine how well the distributional properties of the LSMC
regressed values match those of the benchmark, a comparison of the first
four moments of the NAV distribution is presented in Table 2.

Allocation Set Mean Variance Skewness Excess kurtosis
wequal Full nested 3.536791 2.610976 -1.923162 6.013459

LSMC 3.525004 2.461658 -1.413166 2.788938
wS Full nested -3.406486 44.610362 -1.494703 3.261290

LSMC -3.447321 42.984088 -1.296984 2.371751
wRANAV Full nested 5.045446 0.010974 0.035823 1.110832

LSMC 5.045113 0.010998 0.063277 0.901939

Table 2: First four moments of full nested MC and LSMC regressed NAV for allocations
wequal, wS and wRANAV .

An attribute that all the allocations have in common is that the mean ap-
pears to be captured well by the LSMC regression, implying that a fairly
unbiased estimation is achieved. While the variance has also been caught
relatively well, the skewness and kurtosis do not show the same goodness of
fit, indicating poorer estimation results in the tails of the NAV distribution.
An inspection of the goodness of fit-plot in Figure 1 appears to confirm this
suspicion.

Table 2 also reveals that allocations wS and wequal display a significant
negative skew and an excess kurtosis. This is a result of the underlying
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simulation models. The stock process has been set to replicate stylized
facts often present in financial time series (gain/loss asymmetry, volatility
clustering, etc.) resulting in a leptokurtic NAV distribution with a neg-
ative skew, which is enhanced by the defaulted corporate bonds. While
this leads to a more realistic return dynamics than, for instance, a ba-
sic Black-Scholes model, future scenarios become harder to predict. As
LSMC evidently struggles to adequately capture skewness and kurtosis,
which is shown by wS and wequal, this provides a further explanation of
the decreased goodness fit of the regression.

We conclude the comparison of the central quantities of the ALM frame-
work by cross-validation. As optimizations will be performed only in regard
to the NAV proxy function, it is essential that the approximations are close
to the benchmark values.

Allocation Set NAV SCR RANAV Asset return (%)
wequal Full nested 3.536791 6.810477 0.519316 4.040565

LSMC 3.525004 5.873758 0.600127 4.226519
wS Full nested -3.406485 25.697283 -0.132562 5.310410

LSMC -3.447320 23.926424 -0.144080 5.814496
wRANAV Full nested 5.045446 0.286866 17.588139 3.802291

LSMC 5.045113 0.278092 18.141908 3.849079

Table 3: Expected NAV, SCR, RANAV and expected asset return at maturity of full nested
MC and LSMC regressed set for allocations wequal, wS and wRANAV .

The decreased tail-fit of the LSMC regression is apparent in Table 3 as well
- the SCR, computed from the 0.5% quantile of the one-year NAV distri-
bution, is systematically underestimated as a result. Consequently, the
absolute RANAV approximation becomes slightly higher than that of the
benchmark.

Summarizing, the goodness of fit of the LSMC method increases with the
size of risk-free investments, leading to satisfactory approximations in re-
gards to the optimal RANAV allocations. Nevertheless, the decreased good-
ness of fit of these concerning allocations with larger sizes of high- and
medium risk investments suggests a poor reliability of the optimization.
Therefore, benchmark evaluations will be performed alongside the opti-
mizations in part III of this article series, allowing us to better discern how
close LSMC regressed optima is to that of the full nested benchmark.
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TIME PERFORMANCE

The main advantage of the LSMC method is the computational efficiency.
Table 4 displays the averaged runtime required to run a nested MC simu-
lation, while Table 5 presents that required for a RANAV evaluation.

Set Runtime (s)
Full nested 42 236
LSMC 1 271

Table 4: Runtime for nested simulation of full nested MC set and LSMC regression set.

Set Runtime (s)
Full nested 740
LSMC 3.6

Table 5: Runtime for RANAV evaluation on full nested MC set and LSMC regression set.

The gain in time efficiency is evident - the nested simulation is over 33
times faster than the full nested MC simulation, while a RANAV evaluation
is rendered over 200 times faster when applying the LSMC method.

The vastly improved time efficiency of the RANAV evaluation implies that
the LARS/lasso regression could enable way faster performance of the cal-
culations. If one recalls from part I of this article series, the asset class
weights can not be explicitly extracted from the LSMC proxy function.
Therefore, the optimizer using function evaluation is necessary as the re-
gressionmust be re-performed each time a change in the asset class weights
occur, making the required runtime for such an operation of essence.

SUMMARY & CONCLUSION
In ”Part II: Asset and Liability Management using LSMC: Accuracy and
Performance” a comparative study between the LSMC and full nested MC
methods concluded that the goodness of fit of the models varied depending
on the asset allocation - the larger the relative size of high- and medium
risk investments, the lower the accuracy. It was also concluded that the
LSMC regression had trouble adequately capturing skewness and kurtosis,
leading to a decreased goodness of fit in the tails of the NAV distribution.

On a positive note, the time efficiency was significantly improved when
implementing the LSMC method. The nested simulation for the LSMC
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method was over 33 times faster, while a RANAV evaluation was over 200
times faster than that of a full nested MC simulation.

Based on the significant increase in computational efficiency, the ALM
framework considered in this study could provide useful inputs on approx-
imate optimal allocations. Additionally, the extremely reduced runtime
required to perform RANAV evaluations in comparison to a full nested eval-
uation facilitates the study of the effects frommoving capital between asset
classes, which will be further examined in part III of the article series.

PART III
In the third and last article in this series, ”Part III: Asset and Liability
Management using LSMC - Allocation Optimization” (Kidbrooke Advisory,
2018b), the effects of moving capital between asset classes will be exam-
ined, and an optimal allocation maximizing the RANAV will be established.
In addition, full nested evaluations will be performed alongside the LSMC
optimizations in order to determine the accuracy of the approximations.
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